Contribution of Cerenkov radiation in high-energy x-ray and electron beam film dosimetry using water-substitute phantoms.
The contribution of Cerenkov radiation in high-energy film dosimetry was investigated using commercially available water-substitute phantoms. Doses were evaluated using six phantoms: RMI-451, Mix-DP, WE-211, WE-Black, PMMA and PMMA-Black. The contribution of Cerenkov radiation was determined from the shielded and unshielded evaluation doses when a bare film was inserted into the phantom in a dark room and irradiated. For both x-ray and electron beams, Cerenkov radiation produced a phantom-dependent increase in the unshielded dose when compared with the shielded dose. We also found that the darker the phantom, the smaller the contribution of Cerenkov radiation. These results suggest that for film dosimetry using bare film, the accuracy of dose evaluation may be improved by using phantoms with high opacity.